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Plan to 

prove:
 That the data you present are 

scientifically valid and legally 
defensible

 Scientifically valid means that you 
have done what you said you were 

going to do (flow rate checks, 
flagged data, cleaning, corrective 

action, on schedule)

 Legally defensible means that you 
can prove that you did it (logs, 
audits, validation reports—you 

have evidence)
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Proving your data are valid 

means you have evidence 

regarding:

Why (data used for what purpose)

What (paper, computer files)

Who (initial and date everything)

How (SOPs)

Where (files)

When
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Why:
 Why is this data being gathered?  

What are the questions that are 
to be answered with this data?  

 DOCUMENT this in your work 
plans and QAPPs

 VALID means for the purpose you 
designed your measurements to 
meet

 Some data may be valid for some 
purposes, but not to compare 
against the NAAQS or other 
standard

 End game: passing audit
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What:
 Logbooks, audit reports, AQS files, SCANNED 

RAW DATA always saved, never written over

 Auditors trace several hours/days of data 

from raw data off analyzer through to AQS 

and summary reports

 All records must be quickly available in paper 

files and on computer
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Who:
 Who does what—document in 

QAPP, position descriptions, org. 

chart, schedule

 If it is all you, schedule is vital

 Post schedule & org chart on wall 

 If you are a 1-person program, you 

MUST be working toward finding 

someone who can review your 

data, and in the meantime set 

aside some time each week to 

wear your “QA hat”
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1st Stage of Data Validation:
Initial Review, when you/your software first 

sees the data, and flags are added for 

subsequent evaluation:

 Hours of QC checks/maintenance are 

flagged as not parameter data (usually 

hand-flagged)

 Error codes (can be automated)

 Repeated or “stuck” values



1st Stage of validation, 

cont.:
 Also: verifying that equipment parameters 

were stable during any unusual data

 Controlled burn or                                                            

other events
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1st stage of validation, 

cont.:
 Change of more than is reasonable from 

one hour to the next (can be automated)

•Can use three times the MDL as a 

default (ex: the MDL for O3 is 5 ppb, 

so if hourly changes by > 15 ppb then 

flag to evaluate later)

 Max and min as expected for this season, 

month
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2nd Stage of Data Validation:

After you have flagged obviously invalid data, 

as well as anything suspicious

Passing QC checks must bracket each valid data set, 

so QC check sheets are reviewed,

QC results are compared against QA Handbook vol. 

2 Appendix D “Validation Tables”

–Ex: flow rate must be within 4.1% of what the 

external flow rate meter indicates, both before 

and after the set of two weeks of cont PM2.5

zero drift calculated (change since last zero check) 

and verify that when zero air is measured, the value 

indicated on the analyzer has not changed by more 

than 3 ppb since the last zero check
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2nd Stage, cont.:

High or unusual values are corroborated by 

supporting met data (ex: high winds at times of high 

PM)

High or unusual values are corroborated by 

checking data from downwind sites to see if spikes 

occurred at the same time
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3rd Stage of Data Validation:
 Final stage of deciding on validity, and 

assignment of AQS null value codes

 Comparing long term trends against previous 

years values for this month or season

 Reviewing new information, such as audit 

reports 



Document your data validation:

 Brief—2 or 3 pages—TAMS has examples 

SOPs/checklists
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Where:
 Where are site logbooks/QC sheets when 

you need to validate data?

 Where can I download nearby data to 

verify my high levels?

 Where is the wind/pollutant coming from?

 Where will data be stored, 

– Transferred

– Reviewed

– Backed-up

– Reported?
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When:
1. When will you download and do 1st level review, 

for error codes and repeated values? 

2. When will you look at the QC checks bracketing 

this dataset (next level review)?

3. When will you make sure your results are 

consistent with nearby sites or met parameters, 

document final decisions on AQS null value codes 

or exclusion flags (final data validation)? 

4. When will it be reported (to tribal authorities, 

EPA, AQS)



At Bishop Paiute, WHEN 

means:
 ASAP

 by The Deadline

 before the next thing coming which 

depends on it

 before it matters that you didn’t do it!

 Automation !

– gives a boost to data management 

practices.

– (But if it was set up wrong, it’s 

automatically wrong!)
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1. calendar with recurring tasks/blocks with reminders – 2. I 

shuffle them around until it works, 3. record when it actually 

happened, then 4. print & file calendars.

Maintenance schedule 

updated with QA Handbook 

Validation Tables- these are 

now updated every six 

months, at AMTIC

QA checklist records prove 

that it was all done & 

reviewed by QA Manager



Log books & field forms

Scan to 

capture forms 

with your 

notes, initials, 

and file for 

proving the 

bracketed data 

are valid.



A boost from automated email alerts:

Limits I set in VDV

software

Also, get weather alert 

emails from NWS for storm 

fronts, wind, heat—anyone 

can sign up for these

Not pictured: the window I 

look out of --Common Sense 

is your best tool!



Validate data by comparing notes in logbooks for weather 

station and PM-10 monitor (high winds when PM high?):



Logger operator logs 

retrieved later – user 

is NOT prompted to 

make notes when 

resetting something 

in the data logger. 

Notes can be made 

any time.

Flags will be 

set for data 

collected while 

logger mode is 

changed

QCA

QCA

QCA

QCA

QCA

QCA

PM

NOL

NOL

PM

Corresponding 1-hr 

values. Will show as 

flagged in AQS 

reports



Using Man Val aka LEADS 

Software
 PM10, PM2.5, ozone, all met station data

 Continuous/automated data collection

 Add or replace flag codes

 Add electronic notes

 Follow the SOP (2 pages long) find example 

SOPs at:



flags

Re-flag 

chunk 

of data

ANALOG – data logger

DIGITAL – TEOM –

“working copy”

QCA



Flags used

Flagging values below 

the MDL (note that 

negatives are not 

always invalid)



Adding notes –

required by Man 

Val to save 

changes, print & 

file later
Wind vane/arm 

frozen

Group 

params

to check 

against 

each 

other

ALL MET DATA IS 

ANALOG



Validator notes retrieved later, print & file with 

AQS reports
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Data Management Rules 

 NUMERO UNO—TIME!  Allot one day a week to file, 
review, enter data and make sure your 
management knows that if you do not do this 
then the time spent gathering the data may be 
wasted

 Permanence: Write in pen and never throw any 
data away—even if you do not want anyone else to see it just 
hide it in your secret files—it may turn out to be useful

 Accountability: initial and date notes, field data 
sheets, reviews of reports

 Retrievability: set up a filing system and stick to 
it
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Rules (cont.)

 Efficiency:  automate your data entry, 

downloading, validation and review as 

much as possible using Excel and Access 

data import wizards; use bar codes and bar 

code readers if possible, use voice 

recognition software to enter numbers (try 

Dragonsoft for $110)

 Humans are smarter than machines:  still 

review a portion of your work to make 

sure this “efficiency” really is working
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Hints and Tips:

 Use indelible, fine-tip markers 

 Use tags and/or stickers

 Use designated shelves with labels for 
equipment and supplies

 Use checklists in the instrument box with a 
pencil and pen attached (pencil won’t 
freeze) for site visits and maintenance as 
back-up to site data sheets

 Post checklists of equipment needed
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Primary records

 Primary records are the best evidence. 

These are the original records that are the 

source of other subsequent records. (For 

example raw data, COC forms, field data 

sheets, instrument logbooks, personal logs, 

QC logs, etc.)
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Reconstructing Evidence:

 Notes must be complete to allow someone 
else to completely follow your train of 
thought and how you came up with the 
information you insert.

 The supporting documentation must be 
referenced by title, date, and location and 
AVAILABLE (filed in a way that will allow 
an auditor to find it if they question your 
reconstruction).

 Important assumptions are written down.

 Notes are in ink, initialed and dated.



Let’s not 

forget why 

we need 

our data to 

be valid 

and 

defensible!
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